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This invention relates primarily to a machine for form~ 
ing a large number of covered or uncovered wires into a 
cable, but it can be used to twist other strands together 
to form a cord, rope or cable. 

Cabling machines as constructed heretofore frequently 
consist of a rotating head that is power driven and which 
has mounted on the front face thereof a number of reel 
frames or reel-cradles each adapted to support a reel that 
supplies a wire to the cable forming position. In setting 
up such prior machine ready for action, a wire ,is drawn 
forward from each reel supported by a reel~frame at the 
front face of the head to a central guide position in 
aXial alignment with the head, and disposed some dis 
tance in front of the head. When power is applied and 
the head is rotated the wires supplied by the various reels 
are laid helically about a central core to form the cable. 
Usually it is desirable to prevent the wires supplied by 
such reels from being individually twisted by the re 
volving action of the head. It has therefore been pro 
posed heretofore to rotatably mount the reel-frames on 
the head and to provide planetary gear mechanism adapted 
to turn the reel-frames, at ‘the proper speed, in the re 
verse direction to that in which the head rotates, to 
thereby lay the Wire strands about a central core in 
the form of a cable, without twisting the individual 
strands. 
The present invention contemplates a cable making 

machine of the general type just described, but which 
differs from such prior constructions by providing a more 
compact arrangement of the reel~frames, whereby the size 
of a cabling machine capable of supplying a large num 
berof wires to the cable forming point is greatly reduced, 
and other advantages are secured. 
One important feature of the present invention resides 

in a cable making machine, comprising a rotating head 
having a front face and a rear face, and having a number 
of reel-frames mounted on each face, so that'a rotating 
head of a selected diameter will supply twice the number 
of wires to a cabling point that a cable making machine 
of the same diameter but having the prior construction 
above described would supply. 
Another feature of the present invention resides in the 

construction whereby a rotating head is provided having 
reel-frames mounted on the front and rear faces thereof, 
as just mentioned, andin which the wires from the reels 
disposed at the rear face of the head pass through open~ 
ings in the head, to travel with the wires from reels 
disposed at the front of the head, to the cable forming 
position in front of the rotating head. ' 

Another feature of the present invention resides in the 
construction whereby the reel-frames disposed at both 
faces of the rotating head are rotated about their own 
axis in a reverse direction to that in which the rotating 
head revolves, to thereby retain the supporting axis of 
each reelina horizontal position as the head rotates, and 
keep the wires from being twisted upon their own axis 
as they pass to the cabling point. This object of the in 
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vention ‘is secured by providing a planetary gear sys 
tem having gears mounted at both the front and rear 
faces of the rotating head, so that all of the reel-frames 
are turned by this planetary system to operate in the 
manner just described. 

Another feature of the present invention resides in the 
construction wherein all reel-frames are disposed at the 
same distance from the central axis of the rotating head, 
but the reel-frames disposed at the rear face of the rotat 
ing headare out of alignment with the reel-frames at the 
front of such head. As a result of this arrangement the 
wire supplied by a reel at the rear face of the rotating 
head can travel through‘ the head at a position between 
a pair of ‘reel-frames at the front of such head, so that 
it will lie between a pair of front frames and will not 
contact them. > 

Another feature of the present invention resides in the 
construction whereby the‘rotating head having reel-frames 
mounted upon both the front and rear faces thereof, are 
supported entirely by a bearing disposed at the rear of 
the rotating head where this bearing is out of the way and 
does not‘interfere withthe travel of the wires from the var 
ious reel-frames to the cabling point. 
As airesult of the construction of the present invention 

whereby the reel-frames are disposed upon both faces of 
the rotating head, these reel-frames are readily acces 
sible to_ workmen engaged in supplying ‘the frames with 
full reels, and in removing empty reels therefrom. ‘The 
‘gears that rotate ‘the reel-supporting frames are protected 
“by~circular guard ‘plates and the reel-frames‘rotate in 
openings provided in such guard plates. The rotating 
‘head ‘with the reel-frames rotatably mounted on each 
face‘ thereof, makes a compact and symmetrical construc 
tion‘wherein all gearsare covered by the guard plates 
attached to the front and rear, faces of the rotating head. 

‘Still another feature of the present invention resides 
in‘br-ake means comprising a pair of upright brake mem 
bers disposed at opposite sides of the rotating head, where 
they‘ serve to stop the rotating head quickly, and also to 
guard the ‘rotating head. 
The above and other features of the present invention 

will be further understood from the following description 
when ‘read in connection with ‘the accompanying draw 
ings; (wherein 

v‘Fig. l is -a longitudinal view of a cable making machine 
embodying this invention, and shows some parts in sec 
tion on the ‘zigzag line 1—ll in Fig. 2;. 

Fig. ‘2 is a sectional view taken approximately on the 
line 2-2jof ,Fig. .1, one of the guard plates being partly 
‘broken away and the rotating head also being partly 
‘broken away; 

:Fig. '3 is a sectional view through one of the rear ‘reel 
‘frames ‘for supporting a wire~carrying reel; and 

4 is a sectional view taken on the line 4l-4 of 
1g. , . . , 

'I‘he cable-making machine of the present invention was 
designed primarily for supplying a large number of wires 
or strands to the cabling position, and to this end the 
cabling machine is provided with a rotating head or an 
nular ‘frame having a frontface and a rear face with reel 
supporting frames mounted on each of these faces. The 
rotating head shown in the drawing has twelve of these 
reel-supporting frames on the front face and twelve more 
reel-supporting frames on the ‘rear face, but it will be 
understood that the number of such reel-frames on each 
face‘ may be varied as desired within the scope of the 
‘present invention. 

‘Referring to Fig. 1 of the drawing, the entire machine 
is shown ,as having the metal base ltd which may rest upon 
a concrete ?oor, and to the rear .portion of this base is 
bolted an upright casting 11 to which is secured a long 
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bearing 12 for rotatably supporting the central shaft 13 
of the machine. This shaft has secured to its rear end 
a driving wheel or sprocket 14 adapted to be driven by 
the belt or chain 15 from the electric motor 16. The 
shaft 13 extends frontwardly a substantial distance from 
the supporting bearing 12 and has secured thereto a wire 
guiding disc 17, having openings 17' and 17" through 
which the wires W pass. The forward end of the shaft 
13 has secured thereto a lay plate 18, the outer periphery 
of which is notched as indicated at 18' to receive the 
cable~forming Wires W, twenty-four of these wires are 
shown as extending from adjacent the plate 18 to the cable 
guide eye or die 19, which guide eye is supported by the 
post 29 attached to the machine base 10. 
The main shaft 13 has rigidly secured thereto by the 

key 21 the large rotating head or annular frame 22 which 
may be in the form of a hollow casting having the front 
wall 23, rear wall 24 and outer cylindrical portion 25, 
and this cylindrical portion has the braking surface 26. 
This head 22 also has a central sleeve portion that ?ts 
snugly upon the shaft 13 and is secured thereto by the 
key 21, above mentioned. The head or annular frame 
22 may be rotated by the motor 16 in the direction indi 
cated by the arrow in Figs. 2 and 4. 
The rotating head 22 has mounted on its front face, 

in the construction shown, twelve reel-supporting frames 
27, each of which carries a wire supply reel 28. The rear 
face of the rotating head 22 is likewise provided with 
twelve reel-supporting frames 29, each of which carries 
a wire supply reel 30. 

If the reel-supporting frames 27 and 29 should be 
rigidly secured to the rotating head 22 and the head 
rotated to form the wires W into a cable X, each wire W 
would have a twist imparted thereto for each rotation of 
the head 22 through an angle of 360°. This usually is 
undesirable, and therefore means are provided whereby 
each reel-supporting frame is rotated in the reverse direc 
tion to that of the rotation of the head 22. Therefore 
all of the reel-supporting frames 27 and 29 are rotatably 
mounted on the head 22. The wires W supplied from 
the front reels 28 converge towards the cable-forming 
point de?ned by the die 19 supported by the post 20. It 
is important that the wires supplied by the rear reels 30 
shall take a similar path, and in order that such rear wires 
may travel freely towards the cable-forming point, the 
wirefrom each rear reel 30 is led through a passage or an 
opening extending through the rotating head 22, and such 
opening is disposed at the axis about which each reel 
supporting frame 29 rotates. 
Means for rotatably supporting the front reel-frames 

27 and rear reel-frames 29 will now be described, together 
with gear means provided for rotating each reel-frame 
in the reverse direction to that in which the head 22 is 
turned and at a speed that will cause each reel-frame to 
turn through one complete revolution for each revolution 
of the head 22. 
To rotate the reel-frames in the manner just described 

there is provided, in accordance with the present inven 
tion, the sun gear or ?xed gear 31 which is mounted con 
centric with the shaft 13 and is supported in its non-rotat 
ing position by the tubular bracket 32 that has the ?ange 
33 bolted to the bearing 12. As shown, four gears 34 are 
mounted upon the head 22 adjacent its rear wall 24 and 
are spaced 90° apart as shown in Fig. 2. These constitute 
four planetary gears which mesh with and are rotated by 
the sun gear 31 as the supporting shaft 35 for each such 
gear is advanced by the head 22 in a circular path about 
the sun gear. Each gear 34 is rigidly secured to its shaft 
35 which is journalled in the opposite walls 23 and 24 
of the head 22, as best shown in Fig. 1. It should be 
noted that each shaft 35 is provided with a gear at each 
end thereof, that is, a gear 34 disposed at the rear wall 
of the rotating head and a similar gear 36 rigidly secured 
to the other end ofthe shaft 35 near the front wall 23. 
The arrangement is such that the rear planetary gears 34, 
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4 
through a series of rear gears to be described, turn the 
rear reel-frames 29, and the front gears 36 through a 
similar series of gears, to be described, turn the front reel 
frames 27. All of the gears shown are keyed or otherwise 
rigidly secured to relatively long supporting shafts that 
are journalled in both walls 23 and 24 of the rotating head 
22, as will be apparent from Fig. 1. 

Having described the ?xed sun gear 31 and the plane— 
tary gears 34 which mesh therewith, the gears provided 
to impart rotative movement from such gears 34 to the 
rear reel frames 29 will now be described, and at the out 
set it is desired to state that in the present construction 
each rear gear 34 serves to drive a group of three reel 
frames 29, as will be seen ‘by observing the group of gears 
shown in Fig. 2 in the upper quadrant of the head 22, 
and wherein the guard or cover plate for these gears is 
broken away so that the gears for driving a group of three 
reel-supporting frames are seen in full lines. New re 
ferring to the quadrant just mentioned, it will be noted 
that the upper gear 34 meshes with and drives a gear 37 
in the direction indicated by the arrow and which gear is 
supported by its shaft 33. This gear 37 serves to drive 
a pair of gears 39 which mesh therewith and are sup 
ported by their shafts 4t) and rotate in the direction in 
dicated by the arrows. These gears 39 mesh with and 
drive three larger gears 41 each of which is rigidly se 
cured to and is rotatably supported by a hollow shaft 42. 
Each group of the three larger gears 41 are geared to 
gether by an idler gear 42'. The gears 41 are larger than 
the intermediate gears 34, 37 and 39 and are the same’ 
size as the ?xed sun gear 31. As a result of this, each 
complete rotation of the head 22 in one direction will 
cause a complete rotation of the gears 41 in the opposite 
direction. Each gear 41 has rigidly secured to its outer 
'face, as shown in Fig. 3, a reel-supporting frame 29 that 
supports a wire reel 30, and as a result of the operation 
of the gear just mentioned, the supporting‘ axis for the reel 
30 will remain parallel to the base 10 of the machine 
throughout the rotation of the head 22. This is desired 
to prevent the wires W from being twisted about their 
own axis as they are supplied to the cable-forming die 19. 
It will be understood that all twelve rear reel-frames 29 
are operated from one of the four planetary gears 34, so 
that the axis of each reel is maintained parallel to the 
ground throughout the rotation of the head 22, as will 
be apparent from examining the reels 28 as shown in 
Fig. 4. The gears for operating most of the reel-frames 
29 are not shown in Fig. 2 because they are covered by 
the disc-like gear guard plate 43 which is removably se 
cured to the head 22 in spaced relation to the wall 24 
of such head. As a wire W is unwound from a rear reel 
30 it passes under a small roller 44 and then through 
the hollow shaft 42. It then passes through the opening 
1'7” in the wire guide disc 17 and extends in an inclined 

, direction through one of the notches 18’ in the lay plate 
18 to the cable-forming die 19. 
Having described the gears disposed at the rear face 

of the rotating head 22 and the manner in which they 
operate, the similar gears disposed at the front face of 
the rotating head and which rotate the reel-frames 27 
will now be described. As above mentioned the forward 
end of each shaft 35 is provided with a gear 36 of the 
same size as the gear 34 so that the two gears 34 and 
36 rotate together. Each front planetary gear 36 has 
meshing therewith a gear 45, which is rotatably sup 

’ ported by a shaft 45. Each gear 45 has'meshing there 
with two gears 47, each of which is rotatably supported 
by a shaft 48. Each gear 47 drives a pair of larger gears 
49 secured to shafts 50. The arrangement is. such that 
each front planetary gear 36 drives a group of three large 
outer gears 49 and each of these outer gears has rigidly 
secured thereto a reel-supporting frame 27. Each group 
of the three larger gears 49 are geared together by an 
idler gear 50'. All of the front gear‘s are protected by 
a removable cover plate 51 secured to the portion 25 
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of ‘the‘rotating‘head; The ‘cover plate 51 ~is‘ipr‘ovidedf with 
openings~51' to permit the‘ ‘passagelof‘ ‘the ‘zwire‘s *W5 from 
the rearre‘els 30.‘ V 

All or the reel-supporting frames-27 1and12‘9*are‘ similar 
in‘ construction, and :the means ‘for vremovably‘v mounting 
a wire-supporting reel upon‘ one of these- rfrlames‘is shown 
in'Fig.‘ 3, wherein litrwill be-seen that the-1reel-30lhas ‘the 
reel-supporting - shaft (52 extending ‘ centrally‘ through ‘this 
ree1,~and\this shaft isthreaded at one<end as indicated 
at 53; It vha‘s the enlargement 54‘1nearits other end to 
provide a ‘shoulder that abuts against one end of thereel 
30, and“ adjacent ‘the rportion‘ 54~~of this shafttis a-“further 
enlargement 55. The portion 53 of this shaft is=~thread~ 
ed into thersleeveiporti‘on 56 that?is rotatabl-y-supported 
by ‘the bearing, 57, ‘and- this portion 56 has the grooved 
brake wheel 58; The lotherriend portion‘ of the shaft 52 
with the. enlargements 54-‘ and -'55 ‘?ts-in a ‘sleeve ‘59 that 
is =rotatably supported ibyrthe bearing 69. The-reel 30“is 
non-rotatably i attached ‘to (‘the brake member T58‘lby ‘the 
pinssoll that enter‘holesrina?ange of‘the‘ree‘lg‘as shown,‘ 
and-the shoulder of the->enlarged'portion1'54 of the *shaft 
holdsithe ?ange of‘the reel againstth‘evv brake 'm'emberSSh 
The reel supporting shaft‘52 is (screwed into thersleeve 
56 as "shown and is locked‘in this positioni‘byitightening 
a bolt 62’. that extends transverselylthrough the splitsleeve 
59, so ‘that .when this bolt 62iis1tightened- it‘ willrrcause 
thevsleeve '59 ‘to pinch. the enlarged i portions 5l4-landq55i 
of thetshaft SZtand prevent the same from becoming un 
screwedi. In order to prevent theireel ‘30 from rotating 
toolfreely as the ‘wire is ‘pulled therefrom; itsrrrotationr 
is. retarded by a‘brakestrap 63 having onelend-anchored 
totthe .baserof the reel-frame andr-the‘majorr portion-of this 
strap, islooped about the. groove in “the ibrak’e‘member 58; 
a spring?dsecured to ‘the ‘oth‘enend of this strap‘rserlves to 
tension the brake band about its brake-disc. 
' When the‘cable istformed of a number-of wires as here 
1n contemplated and as ‘indicated by W, these wires are 
usually wound spirally about a central core C which 
travels to the ‘cable-forming. position through a "central 
hole formed inthe rotating shaft 13 asshown. Referring 
toFig. .1, the. core C having the wires W wound helically 
therearound is pulled forward,.by 1a conventional'mechw 
nlsm such as capstan B, in a'well-knownimanner, to draw 
the wires W from the various supply reels 28 and 30 for 
ward to ‘form the ‘desired ‘cable X. 

Referring to the upper portion of'Fig. 2 it will be noted 
thatthe large gears All shown as disposedat the ‘rear face 
of thei‘rota'ting ‘head, ‘and 'which‘are shown in‘fulli‘lines, 
are spaced‘a short distance apart, ‘and that each gear 49 
disposed at the front face of the rotating head, and which 
are shown in dotted ‘lines, is disposed half-way between 
a “pair of gears 41'.‘ This arrangement ‘is employed so 
that ‘the ‘wire W“comihg from a rear “reel 30 will pass-be 
tween ‘and will‘not interfere ‘with a pair of reels’ atthe 
front face ‘of the ‘rotating head. 

Since the rotating head\22 having twenty-four wire sup 
plyireels mounted thereon is ‘relatively ‘heavy, it will have 
considerable momentum when rotating. Therefore it is 
desirable to have a strong brake mechanism for quickly 
arresting the rotation of the head when it is desired to 
stop the machine. The rotating head is therefore pref 
erably provided with the brake mechanism shown in 
Fig. 4, and which comprises the pivoted uprights 65 dis 
posed at opposite sides of the supporting base 10 and 
pivotally secured to such base by the pivot pin 66 sup 
ported by brackets 67 bolted to the base plate 10. Each 
lever 65 has pivotally secured to the intermediate por 
tion thereof a brake shoe 6%. The arrangement is such 
that when a pull is exerted upon the upper ends of the 
levers 65 forcing them towards each other the brake 
shoes will be pressed against the surface 26 of the head 
22 to arrest the rotation of such head. In the construc 
tion shown the upper ends of the levers 65 are continu 
ously urged towardseach other by the Connecting 10d 
ti} and coil spring 70 that encircles a projecting end of 
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‘theLr'od ‘769. This‘rsp'rin'g is" adjustably secured on the rod ‘ 
69:1‘1by‘e'the nuts 71.» The lspringiwill ‘apply the brakes‘ 
with“ a predetermined braking 'action.. When the ma 
chine .is running. the brakes are held ‘in the off-position 
by the rod 3721 which’ has one end pivotally connected‘ 
to alever 65,~and the other end has secured thereto 
a piston 73 that slides‘within theicompressed-‘air cylinder‘ 
74‘=that'~is1»supplied with‘ compressed air by the ‘hose -75. 
This-cylinder~is>pivotally connected to the other'lever 
65. The arrangement is such that as long as compressed 
air is supplied tolthecylinder by a hose 75 the brakes 
will‘ be ‘heldlin‘ the‘ off-‘position. 

Ilh'WlHl‘b‘e. seen‘ from the foregoing that, the cable 
making ‘machine *of ‘the present invention has‘ a very com 
pact construction 1in that the wire-supplying reels ‘are 
mounted relatively close‘to each other on both faces of 
the "rotating head 22,‘ and that all bearing support ‘for 
the-head 22 is ‘at the rear of 'this‘head.‘ It will also‘be 
seen-‘thatsi'nce‘the reel-frames which‘ support these reels 
extend ‘outwardly from ?at clean faces of ‘the ‘rotating 
head, it ‘is relatively‘ easy 1toservice the-‘machine by 
oiling thesam‘e; and‘ by "supplying it with. full reels and 
removing empty reels. 
gears-are‘covered =and~well protected by the cover plates 
4-3-ia'nd‘511; and that the‘ brake-operating levers 65vserv'e 
not onlygto'app'ly thelbrake shoesrbutialso as guards‘tor 
protect vthe ‘workman from coming in accidental contact 
with‘the'rotatinghead 22. Furthermore the wires ‘from 
the "rear reels 60‘ travel ‘with very little friction through 
the'rota'ting‘head/and then to the die 19‘. 

These “features all contribute to ‘form a compact and 
well‘designed‘machine that can be‘ operated at high speed. 
The cable X ‘is ‘preferably provided with-a ‘textile cover,‘ 
not shown, to protect the same and hold the wires ‘in 
place. 
Having thus described my‘invention, what I claim and‘ 

desire to protect by Letters Patent is: 
1. In a machine for making cables, the combination 

of a rotating head having a front face and a rear face 
a number of‘ reel-frames rotatably mounted‘on‘each face, 
reels rotatably mounted on ‘said reel~frames, each reel 
fram‘e'on said'rear ‘face having a hollow‘supporting shaft 
extending‘through said head to provide a passage through 
which ‘the strand fromeithe reel on such reel-frame can 
pass ‘through the ‘head, means for driving said ‘head to 
cable'together‘the strands from the reels, and means for 
pulling the‘ cabled strands forward from their reels. 

2. Ina machine for making cables, the combination 
of a rotating head having a front face and a rearfa‘ce, 
a number of‘reel-framesrotatably mounted on each face, 
reels rotatably mounted on said reel-frames, said head‘hav— 
ing a ‘passage therethrou‘gh adjacent each rear reel 
frame through which a strand from the reel'on such ree‘l~ 
frame can‘ pass, means for rotating the. head to cable‘ 
the strands supplied by the reels‘on said reel-frames, 
mechanism for rotating the front and rear reel-frames in 
the reverse direction to that in which the headlisrotated, 
and means for pulling the‘cabled ‘strands forward from 
their reels.‘ 

3. in a machine for making cables, the combination of 
a rotating head having a front face and a rear face, a 
number of reel~frames rotatably mounted on each face 
and a gear secured to each reel-frame to rotate it, reels 
rotatably mounted on said reel~frames, said head having 
a passage therethrough adjacent each rear reel-frame and 
disposed at the rotational axis of said rear reel-frame 
to receive a strand from a reel thereon, means for ro 
tating the head to cable the strands supplied by the reels‘ 
of said reel-frames, planetary mechanism for operating 
said gears so as to turn the front and rear reel-frames 1n 
the opposite direction to the head rotation, and means 
for pulling the cabled strands forward from their reels. 

4. In a machine for making cables, the combination 
of a rotating head having a front face and a rear face, 
a number of reel-frames rotatably mounted on each face, 

It will further be noted that ‘all. 
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reels rotatably mounted on said reel-frames, said head‘ 
having a passage therethrough adjacent each rear reel 
frame through which a strand from the reel of such reel 
frame can pass, a shaft for supporting and rotating the 
head, said shaft being supported solely by a bearing at 
the rear of the head, and means for pulling the cabled 
strands forward from the reels. 

5. In a machinefor making cables, the combination 
of. a rotating head having a front face and a rear face, 
a number of reel-frames rotatablymounted on each 
face and a gear secured to each reel-frame to rotate it, 
reels rotatably mounted on said reel-frames, each reel 
frame on said rear face having a hollow supporting shaft 
that provides a passage through which the strand from 
the reel on such reel-frame can pass through the head, 
means for rotating the head to cable the strands supplied 
by the reels of said reel-frames, a ?xed sun gear dis 
posed adjacent to and concentric with said head, and 
trains of gears between the sun gear and the gears se 
cured to said reel-frames and operable to control the 
rotation of such reel-frames as the head rotates, and 
means for pulling the cabled strands forward from their 
reels. 

6. In a machine for making cables, the combination 
of a rotating cylindrical head having a front and rear 
face, a number of reel-frames rotatably mounted on 
each face, reels rotatably mounted on said reel-frames, 
said head having a passage therethrough adjacent each 
rear reel~frame through which a strand from the reel 
on such reel-frame can pass, means for turning said head 
to cable together the strands from the reels on said reel 
frames, means for pulling the cabled strands forward 
from their reels, and a brake that acts upon the cylin 
drical surface of said head to stop its rotation. 

7. In a machine for making cables, the combination 
of a rotating head having a front face and a rear face, a 
number of reel-frames rotatably mounted on each face, 
reels rotatably mounted on said reel-frames, said head 
having a passage therethrough adjacent each rear reel 
frarne through which a strand from the reel on said reel 
frame can pass, a shaft for supporting said head, said 
shaft being supported solely by a bearing at the rear of 
said head, means for rotating the head to cable the 
strands supplied by the reels on said reel-frames, mecha~ 
nism for rotating the front and rear reel-frames in the 
reverse direction to that in which the head is rotated, 
and means for pulling the cabled strands forward from 
said reels. 

8. In a machine for making cables as in claim 7, a 
brake mechanism that acts upon said head to stop its ' 
rotation. 

9. In a machine for making cables, the combination 
of a rotatable head having a front face and a rear face, 
a number of reel-frames rotatablyrmounted on each face 
so that the rear reel-frames are out of alignment with 
the front reel-frames, a gear secured to each reel-frame 
to rotate it, reels rotatably mounted on said reel-frames, 
said head having a passage therethrough adjacent each 
rear reel-frame and disposed at the rotational axis of said 
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rear reel-frame to receive a strand from a reel thereon, 
a shaft for supporting said head, said shaft being sup 
ported solely by a hearing at the rear of said head, 
means for rotating said shaft and head to cable the strands 
supplied by the reels of said reel-frames, planetary mecha 
nism for operating said gears so as to turn the front andv 
rear reel-frames in the opposite direction to the head 
rotation, means for pulling the cabled strands forward 
from said reels, and a brake mechanism comprising mov 
able means engageable with said head, means for actuat 
ing said movable means to stop said head, and means 
for reversing said movable means to permit rotation of 
said head. 

10. In a machine for making cables, the combination 
of a rotating cylindrical head having a front face and 
a rear face, a number of reel-frames rotatably mounted 
on each face so that all frames are disposed the same 
distance from the central axis of the head but the rear 
reel-frames are out of alignment with the front reel-, 
frames, a gear secured to each reel-frame to rotate it, reels 
rotatably mounted on said reel-frames, each reel-frame 
011 said rear face having a hollow supporting shaft ex 
tending through said head to provide a passage through 
which a strand from the reel on said reel-frame can pass 
through the head, guide means for guiding a strand from 
the reel of each reel-frame to a cabling point, a shaft for 
supporting said head, said shaft being supported solely 
by a bearing at the rear of said head, means for rotating 
said shaft and head to cable the strands supplied by the 
reels of said reel-frames, a ?xed sun gear disposed around 
said shaft, adjacent to and concentric with said head, 
trains of gears between the sun gear and the gears secured 
to said reel-frames and operable to control the rotation 
of said reel-frames as said head rotates so that said reel 
frames rotate in the opposite direction to the head rota 
tion, means for pulling the cabled strands forward from 
said reels, and a brake mechanism comprising a pair of 
pivotal arms disposed on opposite sides of said head, 
brake shoes on said arms and engageable With the cylin 
drical surface of said head, resilient means for pivoting 
said arms and shoes towards said head to stop its rota 
tion, and fluid-operated means for pivoting said arms and 
shoes away from said head to permit its rotation. 
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